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Student newspapers could
wait long time for fr
By Tom Verdin
— fave Kirkman
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This clear cut zone above Blue Lake shows an area in which herbicides
have been sprayed to halt the growth of brush.

SLC meeting restructure
divides council four ways

fo endorse in pull re the al i
lobbyist said
Assembly Bill 1720, which would
sin the Califor-

The Student Legislative Council
voted in favor of restructuring the format of SLC meetings at its meeting
Monday night.
The restructure, which was
given a
30-day probationary period, will

break

the council into four task forces which
will meet in seperate rooms after the
roll call and consent calendar.

The change

Associated

was

Students

proposed

because

President

Terri

Carbaugh said the present system was
“self defeating.’
Smaller groups, she said, are more
effective.
The first four task forces are slated

to focus

on the extension

hours in the weeks

Vice President Vic Monroevb
attachment of a probationary
od of ‘‘no more than 30 days, and
f it doesn’t work, we scrap it.”
In an interview before
meeting,
Monroe said ‘“‘when it was first mentioned, I liked the idea, but now, I’m
dead set
against it.
**It was initially proposed because of
a sense of lethargy at the meetings, but
that has changed after the first
the

:

before

of library

finals, the

lowering of textbook prices, the
analysis. of the A.S. budget and communications between SLC,
administrators and faculty.

students,

meeting,
**] don’t think the committees

will

ever need an hour,’’ he said. ‘‘It will
lengthen the meetings.”’
Monroe
added,‘‘the committees
should meet on their own time."’
Mike Briggs, graduate candidate in
education, and a member of last year’s
council, said that instead of breaking
the SLC into four groups, the structure
of the council, and not of the council
Te, should be changed.

eh

Phease
see SLC page 7

avon He a
jian by

a_ lawsuit
Chancellor’s Office two years ago

The

Lumberjack,

in
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The

Lumberjack
maintains
student
publications have the First Amendment right not to sign or attribute such
endorsements to the author.
Opponents and supporters of the bill
are split as to whether the bill will pass
the i
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als California secession attempts
s to separate California show variety

|

erson 1941
Jeffe
Stofat
Oregon

fees

away.”

Center.

the
‘in the late 1880s and

owe

of

a

dependence

9

forming

the Republic of

and Ready.’

—Stan Mottaz

Assistant director,
Academic Information and
Referral Center
‘“‘There have been over 100 attempts
to

divide

California,’’

Mottaz

said,

‘*but most of them were not serious.”

In research for more than 20 years,

Mottaz’s book, yet untitled, stemmed
from an undergraduate term paper he

wrote for a class in modern California
history.

“The assignment was for 15 to 20

pages — mine was 35. Obviously I was

According to Mottaz, one of the
most bizarre attempts was the proposal
to set up the area of Nataqua.
Initiated by a number of citizens
the area covered part of
what is now Lassen County. The procapitol was to be in Susanville,
t because nobody bothered to survey
the area, the chosen site stood outside
the limits of the territory.
One of the leaders behind the idea
was @ surveyor named Peter Lassen,
after whom

the county and mountain

later were named.
Another proposal, created not long

after the state of California

was

ac-

cepted to the Union (Sept. 9, 1850),
thern

between

a separation

suggested

and

Nor-

California,

Southern

creating the state of Colorado. (The

veeagyP state of Colorado did not exist
then.
The bill was voted on by residents of
Southern California and ore

by the

then approved
state legislature in 1858,
again in 1859 and signed by the governor.
“That

law

is still on

the books,”

Mottaz said. ‘‘For a state to divide, it

congressional
needs
never got it.

interested,’’ Mottaz said.

approval.

We

page 3
Please see MOTTAZ

The campus angle
1987 Futurist Award Competition

Help with alcohol problems

Free writing, grammar tutoring

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings are scheduled
4-5 p.m. Wednesdays
in Nelson Hall East 118. The

The University Tutoring Center offers free help
with grammar and writing for any class, any subject.
Tutoring is available 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and
3:30-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The center is located in the Little Apartments,
House 71.

Fullbright graduate grants
Oct. 6 is the deadline for the 1987-88 competition
study grants to study abroad, offered
for
Fulbright program and by foreign governby
ments.
forms and more information
For
contact
Fulbright program adviser, Alba
te studies,in Siemans Hall
Gillespie,
dean of
221
or call

AIDS

documentary

tomorrow

The Gay and Lesbian Student Union sponsors the
of Age,” to be shown
documentary ‘

Thursday
in Gist Hall

221.

The film portrays San Francisco theater director
with AIDS.
battle n’s
Chuck Solomo
The one-hour film will be shown at noon, 6 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
A $2 donation to the ‘‘Stop LaRouche — North
Coast No on 64’’ organization is requested at the

Resume

The Career Development Center is offering a
resume writing workshop at 4 p.m. Sept. 30 in
Nelson Hall East 119.

Graduate fellowships in science
engineering

are

being

fellowships

offered

Science Foundation.
Fellowships are awarded

for study

ti-

ad-

Ten winners will receive $3,000 each. The contest

is open to all full-time students.
Students are asked to write on one of six areas:
electronic communications, energy, aerospace,
computer science, manufacturing automation or of-

the

National

or work

societal impact of the technological predictions.
Essays must be no longer than 1,500 words.
To receive contest rules, write to: Futurist Rules,
Honeywell Telemarketing Center, Honeywell Plaza
MN12-4164, Minneapolis, Minn. $$408, or call toll
free 1-800-328-5111, ext. 1581.

in science and

by

tion asking students to predict the tech
vancements of 25 years from now.

fice automation. A second essay must address the

workshop offered

Three-year graduate

Honeywell has launched its fifth annual c

in

science or engineering leading to master’s or doctoral degrees in the mathematical, physical,
biological, engineering, and social sciences.
ication deadline is Nov. 14, 1986.
For more information write to The Fellowship
Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitu-

Workshops offered
The workshop, ‘Essays and the Graduate
Writing Proficincy Exam (GWPE),’’ will be con1:30-3 p.m. at House 71 today and Thurs—
aye

Friday’s

workshop

will

be

conducted

10:30

a.m.-noon.
Stress Management
A Time Management,
workshop will be offered 1:30-3:30 p.m. this Friday
at Counseling and Psychological Services.

For information.call 826-3236.............
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“Even though everythi
about
Northern and
Southern California is
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ind.
are mostly
here at HSUpayments
aes udenit-loan
ae
from a thirst for history rather than a
Mottaz’s

diametrically

interest,

pen,’’ he said.

however,

opposed, it’ll never hap-

‘‘it’s a non-issue,’’ Daniel said. ‘It’s
basically just a symbolic approach to
some existing problems.’’
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through the National Direct Student
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$600,491 to 607 students

The calculated default rate for this

LIVE IRISH MUSIC SATURDAY NIGHTS

OPEN EVERYDAY 12:00 NOON

CORNER Sth AND J ¢ ARCATA © 622-2228
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Daniel, who teaches California law,
said he does not eveti talk about the notion of secession ih his California
government course.
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Professor William Daniel said.

ee

oppsed
number of people brought back
the issue,’’ Mottas sa
said, ‘‘biit it wasn’t
anything serious.’’
Only one attempt, in the early ge
has been successfu
eta
and Alta, This is now y the legal border
between Mexico and the United States.
Although the possibility of California’s dividing is not very likely, a bill
was introduced to the legislature in
1978 by Senate Majority Leader Barry
—
(D-Benecia) to separate California
‘‘it was just a way of gainifig influence. (It) gives (Keene) an ee of
being out to protect the citizens of
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| Inexpensive health insurance
offered but not administered

n
Anderse
Beat
The Health Center, which has offered

The Religious Studies program, pen"Tuas tiprova by (
California
University Ch
ior’s office,
d

become

a major

e tue
Jan

of

»

semester
t
units 1S tective a bachelor of arts in

eiigichs

studies.

However,

the

chancellor’s office may decide to increase the number of units needed for
the major, Bazemore said.

Faculty at HSU like the idea, and

students have shown an interest in the
new major.
‘*As a faculty, we see the value of it.
From the student-demand side, from

polls

we’ve

rold

year,’’ sai

ire re 3030

taken

in our

religious

stidies classes, an interest on the part
of the students (was shown),’’
Bazemore said.
Polls taken in religious studies and
losophy classes show 6.4 percent of
12 students polled would take
religious studies as a
and 49.9 percent would

primary major
take religious

studies as a secondary major. —
The cost for the new major is exed to be low, although
gures have not been seen.

a

7

exact

M3)
ne

that

oesn’t allow us to offer insurance,”
or of the Health Center Dr. Jer-

Religious Studies

sean wil

e

inexpensive health insuratice
t 15 years, has recently been

told to get out of the business.
“There is a new mandate

January

iw! e approval

this academic

cont Bazemore,

rh

by

t

‘‘We will have approximately oneand-a-half at Be positions for
(religious studies).
Presently we have
about one and a quarter because we’re
operating on general education courses

and elected courses. The extra cost to

the university will be slight,’’
Bazemore said.
The one-and-a-half positions will be
supplemented by instructors from the
Native
American
studies,
anthropology, psychology and sociology
departments.

A formal proposal must be sent to
the chancelor’s office by Whitney
Buck, dean for undergraduate studies,
before final approval will be given.
Possible objection to the major is
that religious studies doesn’t prepare
for the job market. However, it is a

‘‘very low-cost program’’ and should
be approved, Buck said.

Corbett said.

_—.

“It is
nst policy
for state agencies to work with a private company,”’
he said.
However, the center is still offering
insurance this year on a limited basis —
they have the forms.
‘“‘By the time we got notice (of the
mandate), we had already gone out to
bid,’’ Corbett said.

‘“‘Hopefully, somebody will pick up
the program so it isn’t just dropped.’’
He said most schools offer health insurance programs which are administered through the Associated
Students.
A.S.
Business
Manager
Connie
Carlson said the A.S. might take over
the student health insurance ‘‘when the
(A.S.-University Center) merger occurs.’’

Carlson said the insurance is impor-

tant, especially if students don’t have
any other coverage, but said, ‘‘We

couldn’t administer the program as extensively as the Health Center has done

in the past.”’

Billie Dean, who was in charge of the

clerical work for the insurance pro-

ram at the Health Center for the last
years, is now in charge of referrals

§

at the Health Center.

She said students would have to do

their own filing of claims this year,
whereas last year she handled the
clerical work.

‘Most
students
are
young and healthy. Ac-

cidents and minor
surgery account for the
majority of our claims.’
—Billie Dean
Health Center Referrals
Dean said, however, the student insurance policy is still a good deal, and
about 500 students have taken advantage of the program this year.
‘‘What

students

pay

for

a year’s

policy through the campus plan is what
you could buy on the outside for three
months,’’ Dean said.

This

year’s

student

sickness gts

eh

accident

and

was contracted

out to The College Life insurance
Company of America, Indianapolis,
Ind.

Please see next page
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Disabl
ogram receives approval for expansion

pilot pr

A Youth Edicationgl Service proam
ag

enabling
ties to ride
9 to expand.

children with
horses has received

ie 4-H Therapy Riding for Access
to. are
and
Learning

(T.R.A.1,L.) program enables children
with disabilities to

go through therapy

while horseback ri i
Forestry Professor
Doug Jager read
about the program in an Australian

horseback riding magazine. Jager had:
heard about a few such programs scat-

tered around the United States.
‘It is something that I thought
should be in the area,”’ Jager said.
Jager called the Y.E.S. House to get

_the ball rolling.

“It was really humorous how the
whole thing started,’’ T.R.A.I.L. Co-

Director Dave Schwartz said.
Schwartz,

child

development

sophomore, happened to answer the
phone when Jager called-and ended up
talking to Jager for an hour about the
program.
Schwartz and Jager planned and
started a pilot program last spring. The
Y
program was recently approved
y Y.E.S.’s board of trustees.
Jager, who owns Camelot Stables in
Trinidad, donated the use of his
stables, a few horses and some equipment to the program,
‘‘What Doug is doing has to be one
of the most generous offerings I have

ever

seen.

Without him, the idea
Continued on next page

Last year s trail program

The

|

Club Coordinating

_ Council

is now accepting
applications for

4o

ArePogyMeg

FALL
SEMESTER
TRAVEL FUNDS

The Sidelines Sports
‘Open Daily M—F
Sat.

11 a.m. — 2 a.m.
10 a.m.
— Midnight

“HOPS & SCHNAPPS”
Corona beer $1
Schnapps 75¢ a shot

Deadline
Friday, September 26
at

2p.m.—2am.

DAY NIGHT SPE

—
forms available in the Club
Office in the University Center or
from the Club Coordinator.

Peppermint

Peach tree
rootbeer
cinnamon
spearmint

noon

for more info. call ext. 3357
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“The program should be great for before being accepted, Schvart said.

“They should be able to start to

regain atenadh in their leg muscles by

having to hold onto the horse.’’

We have <a
a lot ofthane interested

in gay

the he

stam

is

volunteers.

Pe we must screen out

Fazio said. ‘‘The pro-

for the kids, hot for the

The program facks the facilities for
ao
therapy, and is directed maintoward recreational and mental

T.R.A.L.L. is directed pon
toward young persons, = 9 to 19,
different organizations
for the disable

therapy, Jager said.

ed.

7up regular or diet 6) 120zcens $1.59
Motts Apple Juiceéss..
§2/$3.00
Miller or
Miller Lite Beer 12/ ozvotes

$4.38

Carlo Rossi Wines ites

$3.88

Washington Red Delicious

49%,

Assorted Melons

33%

Fresh Whole Fryers tony rams

59%

Cross Rib Roasts

$1.69, .

600 F Street, Arcata

We're now open 24 hours a day

ee

people with waeuipaed legs,’”? DeFazio

alias

We knew you couldrit stay away
That you spent all summer thinking about
organic chemistry and Kafka.
Thats why were stocked up with a
full selection of all members of the Apple’
Macintosh” personal computer family.
Because whatever youre going to be
doing in school this year, theres a
Macintosh that can help you do it better.
From the enhanced Macintosh 512K
to the Macintosh Plus, students everywhere
have learned that working smarter and
doing better in school canbe as easyas
pointing and clicking.
to
And one of our people willbe hap y
show you the Macintosh system thats
suited to your needs and budget.
|
So welcome back.
“am
Its been a long,
lonely summer.
f| Hours:
Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.
Friday 8:00-4:30p.m.

closed Saturday
,
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Food Service Plans for
students, faculty & staff
Save Dollars On Bon Appetit Carte
A pre-paid discount card offering
5-7% savings for your dining pleasure .. .

Bon Appetit Carte-Plus

_

An interest free credit card with monthly
billing to your address or

The A La Carte Meal Plan
For Off-Campus Students
Two plans available

The following on-campus dining services
offer a variety of meals and snacks:
JOLLY

GIANT

CAFETERIA

Located on the top floor of the Jolly Giant Commons. This is where
you can get your best value for your meal points. Nineteen meals are
served each week.

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Monday — Sunday
Monday --Friday
Monday —- Sundav

In addition, you may:
© Order a sack lunch to take on a class field trip
© Request a late dinner in advance of the time you'll need it.
@ Purchase a guest meal for a student friend who has
a valid student body card.

THE LOFT
Located on the third floor of the University Center

THE DEPOT
Located on the first floor of the University Center. The Depot is open
Sunday through Friday.

THE CORNER DELI
Also located on the first floor of the University Center, The Corner
Deli is open Monday through Friday

THE SWEET SHOPPE
Located next door to the Corner Deli. The Sweet Shoppe offers a
variety of desserts and beverages Monday through Friday.

Orders may be phoned in ahead of time.

For more information:

Lumberjack Enterprises
(707) 826-3451
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"te an interview after the meeting,

Hayden said the council is still learning
» 80 he is
its parlimentary
“ee being too strict at this point.

Services today for five-year —
housing re sidence director
Santa

Rosa

Memorial

Hospital,

Boies was studying for a master’s

car,

had hoped to pursue a_ career
teaching college-level English com-

where she had been comatose since

the accident.
The

Doris

driver

K

moderate

of

of

ff

received

Willits,

injuries. Neither Boies nor

with them at

Koplin had passe

ede

second

the

position.

She was

in death by her

N.Y., Boies was an active member
of St. Mary’s Catholic Church in

and worked as the director of the
Community Action Review Board,

The body will be flown to New
York for burial, tentatively set for
rd
Brothers
Saturday at She
Funeral Home in
arence.

the time of the accident.

Born Feb. 6, 1955 in Clarence,

the dormitory disciplinary board.
She was resident director of Cypress
Hall.
Before coming to HSU, she worked at Hawaii Loa College as a resident

director.

She

oe

Buffalo

College

bachelor’s

and

received

master’s

het

degrees

in

Buffalo,

In lieu of flowers, donations can

be made to the American Heart
Association, 916 I St., Eureka.
Cards and letters can be mailed to
the Housing Office for a memorial
booklet to be presented to Anette
and Jerry Boies at the memorial service.

H.I.P.
444-9671

STUDENTS
20% OFF ALL IMPORT PARTS

808G St reet

¢ Arcata
On The Plaza
822-7732

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

Mon-Sat 10-6

Fri 10-8

OPEN MON. - SAT.

Sun 11-3

“UNIVERSITY SPECIAL

ae

Gis

BURGER,
FRIES &

wmenss 91.99
$2.69 value

© HAMBURGERS
SS

a

ee

ee

ee

¢ HOT DOGS
eee

ie

She

father in 1967 and brother Hank in
mother An1983. She is survived
.Y.; brother
toinette of Clarence
ome and sisters Anette and Barara.

Arcata and the California State Service Employees.
She came to HSU in August 1982

Boies was taken to a Willits
hospital and was later transferred tc

in arts and education.

« GARLIC FRIES ¢ SHAKES

EXPIRES OCT. 31,

1986
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On A&M
Records
And
Cassettes

Tee

The Works Has The
ve Compact
Discs

eprame an

Largest Selection Of:
vx Music
Magazines

es
Pa aa

w Tapes
ve Posters
ve Albums
xx T-Shirts
North of the BAY AREAI
The Works and The Old
Town Bar and Grill
— Funk, Soul and Motown

every Wednesday night —

ai

:

7

_SE HABLA

ath

Mi UsiC

featuring legendary
D.J. Hal.

ve Record/Tape/CD CRATES

Corner of Third And F @ Old, Town, Eureka
Open 7 Days A Week, Fridays Late Till 8 p.m., Sundays Noon-to 5 p.m.
Records-Tapes-CD’s

— 442-8121 —

-—Stereo—-

— 442-4543 —

-—Video—-

— 442-9409 —
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Bed & Breakfast
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Country Inn

Historic farmhouse

located on two acres in
the Arcata Bottoms
Call 822-8236

|

for
Information & Reservations

¢)

1800 27th St., Arcata

(off Alliance Blvd.)

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
e)

Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them

pick up the tab whenever possible.

INTERTIDAL INVERTEBRATES
OF CALIFORNIA

If you’re like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That’s why you should

by Morris, Stan,
University
Press, $48.74. The classic
Text with 900 color

know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for YOU. ni
values.
example, you
?
2k AT&Toffers so many

BUTTERFLIES OF NORTH
AMERICA
A. Scott, Stanford
Onivernty og $49.50.epee
natural
field guide.

Save 40% ei AlAs weekday rate on ovt-of-etete
calls during evenings.

oe can save over 50% off AT&T’s day rate on calls during
weekends
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Benson, Stanford $95.
work on North
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BETWEEN

Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you’ll save 40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.

To find out more about how AT&T can help save you mo

give us a call. Caltlie today, a
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, at

PACIFIC TIDES

by Ricketts, —
edition
Sthsed
revi

until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm

Sunday through Friday.

$29.50. Newly

900 232.0900
800 222-0300.
2

A CALIFORNIA FLORA &
SUPPLEMENT
by Munz, Univ. of California Press,
$42. Another classic in natural history.

ART OF THE
INDIAN ROCK
SOUTHWEST

sa

Univ. of NM

$24.95. An imaginative and in-

The right choice.
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screening started in 12 busines

rise.

of

the

At a sold-out luncheon Thursday,
supporters and members of the local
Employers Advisory Group, a division
Employment

Development

Department, sponsored a presentation
on pre-employment drug screening by
Gerald White, manager of Humboldt
Central Laboratory in Eureka.
‘*We have been testing (drug screen-

months,”’
ing) heavily for the last
been
have
really
we
White said, ‘‘but
one-and-a-half
last
the
for
testing
years.”
‘“‘In

the

last

six

months,

12

businesses in Del Norte and Humboldt
County have implemented drug screening for their new employees,’’ said Rod
Sandretto, manager of the E.D.D. in
Eureka.
“Of those firms that are parteteating: Se River Sawmills is the only one that I can mention publicly,”’
Andretto said.
Ed Wojinski, personnel manager for
Eel River Sawmills, attended the
workshop and is a vocal supporter of
pre-employment drug testing as well as
of current employees. Wothe testing
jinski said his views had nothing to do
with his company’s implementation of
a drug-testing program last year.
“It (drug screening) was actually requested by the employees,’’ he said.
“They thought that there was a drug
problem on the job and saw it as a lifesituation.
endangering
‘Normally, our employees aren’t
the kind that would squeal on another

accidents

require

have not gone down, Wojinski said he
was encouraged by the fact that
employee
absenteeism
and the
employee-turnover rate had been
reduced.
The sawmill keeps a close eye on
court cases involving
drug testing in the
workplace. Wojins 7 said hisas
pany’s

attempts

at

drug scree

sO

far were “really cautious.’’
It is far too early in the development
of drug
testing in the workplace for
definitive guidelines. Even the E.D.D.
isn’t sure what court case, or cases, to
use as for a
precedence in lieu of any
controlling
ons from state or
federal courts. Currently, the E.D.D.
is providing its offices with a list of:
court cases from around the country
for their employees to use as a
guideline until a more definitive program is developed.
At HSU last year, basketball coach
Thomas Wood didn’t demand his
players take a drug test after hearing
rumors of marijuana use among
players in 1984; he made it voluntary.
Athletic
Director
Chuck
Lindemann, in a telephone interview,
told The Lumberjack that instance was
the first time such a test had been requested by a coach, and:no request has
been made since.
.
“The coach didn’t want a question
in the players’ mind
or his,’’

Lindemann said, ‘So he said, ‘If I take

it, will you?’ So they all took the tests

y

j

verya

test’s intent is and

clearly what

cmaneyes.
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office Ses 0
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the use of

Wojink said he thinks drug testi
must be working at his company.
no one,on
the nlast few months
‘*I
the job or being screened for
ment has registered positive,”
Wojinski.
“Employers or the company’s doctor usually contacts a laboratory, and
then they pick and choose what kind of
ey
ee
tn
Gp
te.

the drug-screening

Under

and they were all negative.’’
In a school setting voluntary com-

The abolition of chemical and
biological weapons is another aim of
the peace effort.

Groups | locally in eeeponaibllty,

;
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Citizens
Responsibility,
Physicians for Social
Pioneers for Peace, New Ways of
Thinking (which finances
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Peace Cruise in July. Edith Eckart
Arcata, who guides Americans

of
on

-

Nations.’’

Unitarian-Universalists.

a

Humboldt County is a hotbed of
.
peace activities.
Nations
Because 1986 is the United
t local
International Year of Peace,
the
form
to
peace groups have united
sats —
lot of peace groups are in“A
tegrating. We're trying to get people to
realize that cooperation is essential to
human survival, and that nuclear
weapons must not be used,” Committee Chairman Steve Schenck said.
The U.N. proclamation of the LYOP
states; ‘The IYOP is not only a
celebration . . . but an opportunity to
reflect and act creatively . . . in fulfilling the purposes of the United

i
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“The lower prices includae
United. Usuallywe have ways to get
around it, but in Eureka we just

Marketing

Center

Conference

Coordinator Bill Israel also expressed

5

.

there’s

, anytime

.

weren’t able to do that.
“For the consumer it
higher air fees,’’ he said.

a

reduction in transportation service,
we're concerned,”” he said.

Travel

rely on

percent of them

ae

eri

enough

rplanes to
on
of CorDirector
said
erofitable,”
porate

Communications

Bill

of exHastings. “There was a lot

our

effect

that unless they fill those planes,

United has a monopoly,”’ Assistant

Director of Housing and Food Services Joan

Hirt said.

In the event of mixed results, which

White does not consider very likely, the
employee is usually retested at a later
;
date.
itive, 100
When the results are
company
or above,
rh
or the
or
doct
r
usually has thei
clusive
con
a
for
od
blo
w
laboratory dra

for

provisions

for

most

employers

treatment

to

$98

San

by the departure

results will be.

“Schedules and rates are subject

‘‘I
to change at any time,”’ she said.
are
that
ines
airl
do believe that the

to $198

servicing the area will do their best

Francisco

of PSA,

to accommodate.

and

counseling.
By requiring a level of at least 100

nanograms for a positive test, White
said the incidence of false positive test

“Pm

sure

that

in

two

the. next

months they (United Airlines) will
come up with something. ‘I hope
that PSA’s departure doesn’t put a

Hauser

professors

e.
and administrators will suffer mor

rel.
damonpaitetrav

registering 10-20 milligrams of tetra
hydracannabinol. At that rate, the
user’s urine drug screen would register
positive, and it would take about 35
days for the levels to go below 100

ding vinegar to their urine, but none of
the methods used have affected the
results of the tests so far.”’
Some persons using drugs will ey
t
does not affect their performance.

and Hirt think campus

have

on

traveling

,
ty Convention and Visitors Bureauthe
t
wha
tell
to
y
earl
believes it’s too

round-trip, and $128 to $298 to Los
Angeles both ways.
While students might be affected

if an cimpivyce

drug

Arcata

from

from

sage

be hard on people
university business.

te

Prices range

“Their flights are always listed
first. There’s a built-in bias there for

register,

any

aquir“We've been looking into
we've just
ing Frontier Airlines, so
at that,’’ he
been too busy to look
said.

passengers,”” he said.

does

continued from page 13

have

won’t

tional routes.

Hastings complained that United
ahas a monopoly on getting reserver
ut
mp
co
the
tions. “‘United owns
service that agents use to book

level analysis.

of

competition.”
United spokesman Tom Germuska in Chicago did nor comment
on expected higher prices or addi-

Affairs Edward ‘‘Buzz’’ Webb said.
“That will affect rates that the
students have to pay.
“it'll certainly affect the
economy. Gradually it’ll have an ef-

blood

Airlines)

(United

t of Student

center,”” Vice

y
fect on jobs in the communit
students.”’

airline.
“This community has to realize

air

pro-

eile

Lorensen sees it differently.

nanograms.

“IT have had many

would
user
non-chronic
**The
days
two
from
ere
typically take anywh

impaired people

tell me they are not impaired,”’ he said.
“They will tell you that if they have a
little (drugs) they work better. But |

results is eliminated.
to two weeks to clean his system of
mariic
chron
a
d
ribe
_ drugs enough to pass a-drug screen,’’
Brewster desc
es
smok
who
one
some
Brewster said.
as
er
juana smok
joint
each
with
day
a
‘People have tried such things as ads
joint
about five

can tell you they do not.’’

VCR & MOVI
RENTALS
99¢

Mon.-Thurs.all movies

Wa

Fri.,Sun. & Sun. movies

$2.50

VCR rental & movie

$4.99

, (707) 622-8277
CA 98821
qos & St., Arcata
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dredth of the world’s property,” Allen

differences.’’

Cranston became part of the
Mississippi Peace Cruise with 48 Soviet
citizens and more than 100 Americans,
he said, ‘‘because I asked the sponsors
if they would invite me. Andree told
me about it. It was a follow-up to last
year’s Volga Peace Cruise.

said.

10-kilometer

races

for

runners

and

walkers begin at 10 a.m.
The run is co-sponsored by CSR,
Freeze Voter, Redwood Alliance (an
organization opposed to nuclear
power) and radio stations KATA and
KFMI.
A weekend of peace events is being

planned for Oct. 24-26.
Oct. 24 is the 41st anniversary of the
signing of the United Nations charter.

The Arcata Chamber Readers will present a selection of poems and prose at
the Friday celebration.
Beverly Allen and Maggie Banducci

will lead a Women’s Peace Workshop
proOct. 25 based on the documents

‘*It keeps moving

at the Nairobi

Women’s

ference they attended last year.

as more and more

an, a Saale o f speak ers

and activities will be at 7:30 p.m. Oct.

25 in the Kate Buchanan Room,

The IYOP committee asks all Hum-

boldt County churches to feature peace
in their Oct. 26 services. The Unitarian
Fellowship Hall in Bayside plans a
special peace observance.
To join the LYOP committee’s planning for the U.N. charter anniversary
weekend, call Steve Schenck at
822-3749.

The committee persuaded the Arcata
Chamber of Commerce to make
the theme of Arcata’s Fourth of July
festivities this year.
‘“‘With

The

Union

newspaper

con-

tributing fireworks to celebrate its anniversary and Alan Cranston as guest
speaker, it was the biggest and best
ourth of July we ever
»” Schenck
said.

Schenck said the committee was able
to attract Senator Alan Cranston to
Arcata at the last minute because he

liked the peace theme.
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Shampoo & Blowdry
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Wash Here,
Dry FREE!!! |
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Open 7-9 Daily> =f
5000 Valley West Center
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Wine ? Vegetarian /
Arcata e 82
Ninth Street,
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25 workshop for credit

the Women’s Studies Department
826-4925 for time and place.

‘In each city we were met by hun-

dreds of people and given an incredible
welcome. Only a few places offered
any opposition.”’
The next peace-related event will be
the Fifth Annual Farewell to Arms
Race Saturday at St. Mary’s School,
Janes Road,
Arcata.
Five- and

the
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Department recommends persons at risk for
transmitting or contracting the AIDS virus take this
test.

For more information call the Health
ment in Eureka at 445-6205.
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manager’s office, Arcata
City
Hall, 822-5953.

org

the dedication
with the support of the
Chapter of the Nature Conservancy.
Members of the Nature Conservancy and Friends
of the Dunes are welcome. All others may attend by

registering. There is no fee.
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Dune addition dedication

Ever wonder what happened to that
pack or six-pack you left at the beach’ A slide show

will be presented this week that shows some of the

problems associated with plastics on the beach.
The meeting will take place at 7:30 p.m. Friday at
the Humboldt Fisherman’s Marketing Association
office, 216 H St., Eureka.
Al Pruter, who has been working on this _
Fisheries
under contract to the National Marine
plastics
of
effects
Service, will present the harmful
to marine mammals, fish, birds and man.
to the public. For more inis open
The meeting
formation call Chris Toole at 443-8369.

The Nature Conservatory will dedicate the addition of the 130-acre Hutton parcel to the LanphereChristensen Dunes Preserve at 10 a.m. Oct. 12.

A buffet lunch will be served at 11:30 at the
Preserve’s hay barn, where presentations
made by Assemblyman
Dan Hauser,
Ridenhour, dean of HSU’s College of
Resources, Arcata Mayor Thea Ghast and
nia Nature Conservancy Director Steve

mick, among others.

com-
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will be
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Is it OK to fall in love with a grocery store?

stringedinstruments |
sold

.

repaired
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Mike ‘"Spumoni'’ Manetas
© Brooks A. Ous

"

1027 ''t'" street apcata, 95521 © 822-6264
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NNN

PAIR CONGAS, maple with stand
MARTIN, Sigma, steel string
clean

$395
$125

NOT JUST ANY GROCERY STORE

\
AL

The Arcata Co-op is Humboldt County's largest outlet for

organically grown, locally produced and whole foods at every
day low prices. A full-service grocery store featuring:

$350

ARIA “Pro ll” Les Paul copy, case $195

PEAVEY “Special 130” Black Widow

;

© LOCALS ORGANIC
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speaker

BANJO
GIBSON, 85330, 1964, hardcase $400
ACCORDIONS,
3 in stock $195 and up
VIOLINS,
all kinds, all sizes
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IBANEZ FRETLESS

$75 and up

:
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© FRESH & SMOKED
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© BEER
& WINE

EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO SHOP AT THE CO-OP
— 811 “I” Street © Arcata —
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atality rate makes insurance
ages of 18 and 25 it can sometimes
ae
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i
financial
a is rust one of the

s to

student

persons —

type of
seeking auto insurance.
and
eee
oe
automobile,
whether an individual
nek pomeee
insurance coverage all figure in young
:

.

persons

And because the 16-to-25 age group

has

the

hi

fatality

rate

on

hways, persons ak
American
that bracket can expect to pay up to
;
percent more for insurance
for
r
manage
district
said Jerry Kilduff,
the American Automobile Association
in Eureka.
“It’s really pretty difficult (for
to get
persons)
student-aged
Kilduff said. ‘‘Especially if
coverage,’’

Renter’s, home insurances ve
Renter’s inguumnn provide tes seine
for a renter as home inprotection

Pirance provides for the homeowner.
‘A lot of people don’t realize that

another inpolicies without a
surance policy with that company.

“It’s jae Soe Reeganrege Someone,”
said.
Sheeks

with
policyer.
She said having-anoth
that insurance company tends to lower

Sheeks said renter’s insurance is
usually done in conjunction . with

the initial cost of the renter’s insurance

they need it,” said Debbie Posser of another insurance policy.
Jardine Insurance Company.

Renter’s insurance provides for the

sid’

fame
Sheeks
amie ‘Shacks,

0a

and vandalism of personal property.

policy
already have
life inor win:
auto
such
y asanother
compan

surance,”

Sheeks said.
y insurance com-

renter’sinsurance

jane ae of

Sheeks said the cost of renter’s in-

, unless

e insurance
a renter’s
writ

on-you

Robinson Insurance Company.
Renter’s insurance cover fire, theft,

policy.

“Most insurance companies will not

“"It dep nds

out, the
you are

Posser

you take
on the policy you

living,"

livein and where
;

said renter’s

insurance

Activewear

for young men.
It's all on sale!

Anderson/Robinson Insurance Associates

Now is the time for all
young men to enlist the

For your
health in

comfort of our activewear. ©
Stock up on the sweats that
give you an extra edge, and
save. Here's a sampling.

and 11.99
Choose
some top team

mates. Crewneck
and zip-up
hooded sweatshirts, pilus
drawstring-waist

sweatpants

. that keep you on the right

Blue Cross

crewne

4

a

| Let us answer your insurance

“|

_ questions

~—s. (707)822—7251
On the comer of 12th and G

Across from the Arcata theater
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A Visa or MasterCard.
When you open a Security Pacific DiscountBanking

wi
for a Vin orlienataed witha
account, you can apply

credit. Of course, you have to qualify but
line ofal
speci

acon

credit at a reduced annual percentage rate.

on wine country tours,
Goose, Sea
&S
ons a: DiscountBanking account now and we'llgive
on major college
watching and more.
get oa
you a coupon book packed with value. You'll
Aztec soccer and
baseball,
A’s
and
Giants
football,
to $100 off a ticket
tr
discounts on airline travel—up
You'll save up to 50% at fine hotels. You'll enjoy meals —_ other sporting events. Save on movies, concerts,
oo
shows and the theater. Certain restrictions
from the fast: to the fabulous up to 50% off. You'll get
great discounts at Universal Studios, the Queen Mary _ the coupons are good through November 1, 1

%.

Be smart. DiscountBanking. It's free checking if you
make unlimited transactions on our 24-hour
use the system as it was designed. And that means
ReadyTeller‘machines. (You get the ReadyTeller card
more discretionary money in your pocket for the good _ the same day you open the account.) Now this saves
times. Here’s how it works. Write 10 or fewer checks
you time, and time is money. Just see our New
per month. Keep $100 minimum balance. And be
Accounts Representative for details. But hurry. The
aware that your DiscountBanking account is subject
DiscountBanking, Discount Fun offer expires
to standard charges for overdraft, check printing, stop | November 7 1986. And you can only get it at Security
payment orders and all the heavy stuff.
What youdois
Pacific Bank.

BService mark owned by Security Pacific Corporation “Looking Forward With You's a trademark of Security Paciic Corporation ®SecurttyPacihc © 1986 SPNB Security Pacific National Bank Member FDIC
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It’s the same old story: The grizzled

oe

veteran battling for his position against
tie, some ane talented kid, loaded
with

at HSU, the situation is a little

oth Dh 3
Le

‘In practice I think the
defense
doesn’t
like

me. They think I should
wear

a

, dress

ap WH PES Bip

gg

nt

ae

ae

:

different. Matt Peterson fits into the
role of the veteran
, but four
other quarterbacks are
al trying to

or

—Matt Peterson
Senior quarterback

Spurlin
;

”agrees.
he

sug66 itis;

ei ‘

prove they deserve a chance to take
over.
**] think we have a good seasoned
veteran in Matt,”’ said quarterback
coach Bart Andrus. ‘‘He knows where
to throw the ball and when to throw
the ball.
‘*After Matt, we’ve got really young

gu

5,°”

,
Greg Arellano and
freshmen Jon Grave, Brent Spurlin
and Rodney Dorsett make up a young

‘ ~

ing.

Neither will admit
big. factor right now. wae
” .
' “If I get a quarter a game I'll be hap-

quarterback corp.

Spurlin and Dorsett grabbed as
many honors as they could get in Los

Angeles as seniors.

bag was All-L.A. Times, AllDew News and All-Valley, Division
Dorsett

Pla
both

received

the

L.A.

City

of the Year award, MVP ofthe city and his team, and the

L.A, Times Westside Back of the Year.

te the ’Jacks’ 74-0 loss to Boise

State

t. 13, Peterson isn’t worried.

**We were physically outmatched.
They were stronger, ae and quicker
than us,’’ he said. ‘‘I don’t think our

py,”’ Spurlin said. ‘‘But if I can’t, then —

Quarterback
Matt Peterson
confidence is that shot.’’
For Peterson, getting

this to me,’’ he said.

knocked

around isn’t anything new. He often veda an ease fort Yoee was that I
fell to the turf in 1985 when the team

posted a 2-8 record. He came in mainly

27-7 win

over

UC

Santa

Barbara

Saturday night in Redwood Bowl.
A crowd of about 5,000 saw the
new ‘Jack attack make its home
debut and bounce back from its
disastrous season-opening 74-0

defeat at Boise State.
“The most important thing we (the
coaches) sthemed to the player is that

pes

*
©

sounes

But Peterson enjoys the benefits that

on third-and-long situations.

kind of a unique
tion. All quarterThe senior quarterback points to: backs have to be
. But
we have
several dark, purplish bruises he has assignments just like any. other posialong his upper arm. ‘‘Boise State did tion,

Against Boise State, HSU quarter-

tection,

which

consistently

““You’re gonna have interceptions

Peterson threw three interceptions

EE

;

PTE

POE

you throw the ball as much as us.”
Sete
ee
eee
EE
ORD Pe MIG

MO UHH ‘te

once.

;

‘‘We practiced
with the

improving our fundamentals
and tak
a neal a i

ine corte

said.
pla

3

Dolby

continue
to |

broke

down against Boise State, was pretty

Weve got to continue to get betIED

and was sacked three times-by the
Gauchos. Dorsett, who saw limited
action in the fourth quarter, had one
pass intercepted and. was-. sacked

back Matt Peterson managed only 10
competions out of 20 attempts for $4
~. Saturday, Peterson threw for
1 yards and completed 25 of $2 of
passes.
The ’Jacks first victory of the
season extended their home win
streak to.a modest two
s. HSU
ended the 1985 season
defi
San Francisco State, 28-14 in
Ri
wood Bowl.
‘*We felt Matt Peterson
played a
fine game,’’ Dolby said. ‘‘Our pro-

and you’re gonna have sacks when

PU

fon

ter each week. That’s the sign of a
good football team.’’

oe ise State

OO

ert

I still have three years.’’
Dorsett is a scrambler, while Spurlin
relies on a strong arm.
‘*All of them can throw real well,’’

come with the position as well. ‘It’s

‘Jacks lacked intensity in winning first game for first-year coach i |
After getting his first victory as a
collegiate head football coach, Mike
Dolby said the Lumberjacks have yet
to reach the intensity level he expects
from his players.
**] think our intensity is inconsistent. We have to become more intense, When we start floating along
at 17-0, that’s when we have to have
the instinct to compete harder,’’
Dolby said after the ’Jacks posted a

"t have to be smart because your
ments weren’t. ee
really
to think and know
you're:

nee

things.’’
Saturday
the
’Jacks
host
Sacramento State, a
H
scholarship program. Kickoff is set
for 7 p.m. in Redwood Bowl.
cc
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Northridge 20, Hayward
Cal Lutheran
37, Sonoma 21
San Francisco 21, St Mary's 51

»
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Northridge
at San
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The tennis ball that is.

Fall Tennis Classic
October 3,4 and 5
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Men's Soccer
Conference
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bail is getting

Sign up deadline for this event is October
2 at 6:00 p.m. Cost is $6 singles $8
m doubles. Printed polo-type T-shirts for this
event are available for $7.00.
The
Recreational / Intramural
office
would like to wish all of our participating
teams and individuals good luck in this Fall’s
activities. Let’s have a safe and competitive
semester of fun.
Our Drop-in Recreation policies went into

effect Monday. To participate in the drop-in

activities you must bring your valid HSU student ID card for each day’s activities.
Plan ahead, alleviate inconvenience late!

Look for current IM
standings and other
special items beginn-

jing next week!

sponsored by
North Coast Merchantile
1061
I STREET, ARCA
MON-WED-THURS-FRI 7-6
es RAAT
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Crossing

Se

The men’s team, however, has
shown they will be in the hunt for the
Northern California Athletic Con-

What a difference one or two run-

‘e

make on a cross country

ference title this year.

In cross country, the object is to
finish with the lowest team score

At the Sonoma

possible. But in order
to do that, each

Saturday,

as.

;

season

Vinnie’

State Invitational
as at the NCAC
wo

s

at

Patricks’s Point Park, the men show a
Stes

aye

eee

With the top five runners

within 30 seconds of each other

the top 10 overall finishers,

ll

runner needs to place as high as he
can,
One team can have runners finish
first, second, third and 6th, but if the
next runner places 15th or 20th, the
team’s score suffers tremendously.
Last year’s HSU cross country
team was a good example of how important it is to have a strong fifth
runner on the team.

At the conference finals last year,
both the men’s and women’s teams
took third place. Had maybe one
runner able to place higher or had
another not been injured, both teams
would have finished higher in the
- conference.

.

_., What was last year, however.

Jim Becker finished in second
place to lead HSU. His time for the
five-mile

course

was

24:51.

Bill

Schipper was right behind Becker at
24:56. Joe Karnes finished 6th at
25:00. Dennis Pfeifer was 8th at
25:12 and Mika Jekabsons clocked in
at 25:19 in 9th place, only 23 seconds
behind Becker.

Last year,
compete due
and Schi
Without their

Becker was unable to
to a hamstring injury
is new to the team.
strong performances,

HSU’s team score would soar to 44
¢ finish
nts after aes 13th

14th place
y Luke Glines (25:34)
by Mike ree
This year the HSU cross country
teams have two more meets at*their’|
home course at Patrick’s Point Park,
Conference
including the NCAC
Championships Oct. 25.
Hosting the conference championships will be a definite advantage for
the HSU harriers. It might just prove
to be the extra edge they'll need to
claim the conference championship.

|

Thursday Sept.25th |
ae

2S

The women’s team, consisting of
new recruits might not finish quite so
well, but cross country coach Jim
Hunt is confident that with time, they
will show quite an improvement.
Hunt sees finishing third as a
definite possibility for the women
harriers.

HSU dominated Sonoma’s invitaproee ajel Seco adige lim onghy
*s conference champion,
Davis, was second with 58 points.

Oe

nr

-

will be tough to

Peds

By Vinnie Hernandez

harriers
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Chihuahua,
Moosehead,

For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush &
highlighter that changes to suit your skin color.
Also use as

Elephant, Grizzly,
Nordik Wolf

99¢ a bottle

lip color, eye
make-up, body
bronzer, or nail
color. Includes

Giveaway Items!

applicator puff.

See You Thur
3

in economical

3 if
gu”

‘Papoose’ size.
$7.95

Eyes @

© Lipstick ¢

e Henna ® Hair
Complex jon
Accessories © Rachel Perry Cosmetics

1031 HST. ARCATA
\freeee uD

rote

822-3450

chee "%y a :

865 9thSt.

Arcata
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starting goalkeepers

scores with two

Bare as
5

‘on

yecer’

et

_. I'd

aC

a st my

k
Exley

ion’t

acon,

ie two.

ve a decide
i win the starting
ty

sibilities through the season.
‘‘Whatever pe coaches) do will be

duties by game this season until
and assistant coach Lyle Wilkes
which of the goalies, if either,

“We

caii’t make

OK,"’ the English major said. ‘‘Eit

position.

situation has its advantages and disad-

a determination

vantages.

‘*There is some sense of competition

between the two about who is better.

have to say we have the most They both play very, very well,”’ Exley

every practice. (But) we use coopération more than competition.”’

situation in the country among

Sintehak,

a

6-foot,

After last season’s overall record of

180-pound

_ physical education major, has played
11 years. Last season the

t fr

bed

in t

from Orinda allowed no

at.
and
has
be n a goalkeeper
Whe pan eight years. The 6-foot-3,
“pound English major was a walk-

on in his freshman year.
Exley said Gilbert has ‘“‘really ad-

Part of the problem in choosing one
of the goalies is that Sintchak and

team swept California State-Hayward
15-9, 15-13, 15-9 Sunday at Hayward.

said Sintchak is ‘‘slightly quicker and
more
aggressive,’’ but Gilbert has the
‘*better hands of the two, and a good
distribution of the ball.’’

Although Exley said he is trying to

=

the

psychological

stress

by constant competition between the two, both keepers are feeling
the results of the pressure.
cau

, said,
‘*They’re both sophomores and both
very
keepers.’’
Ken Sintchak and Rick Gilbert, last
year’s backup goalies, are alternating

The split puts the Lady ’Jacks at
1-1 in Northern California Athletic
Conference play. They have five
more road games and two tournaments to go before coming back
home Oct. 24 to face Hayward again.
The San Francisco rematch Nov. 18
will end conference play for HSU.

HSU’s

=

opponents

were from

ends of the spectrum

rancisco,

Sintchak said the decision about who
will start should have been made
before Northern California Athletic
‘It shouldn’t
on
the line at this
point. It’s almost making you feel that
there’s no room for error,”’ he said.
Gilbert, however, said he would not
mind
sharing goalkeeper respon-

putting

winaiae

more em-

he’ conteretice

this season and
experimenting
with new plays mostly in fonconference games.
So far the team is 1-0-0in conference
games arid 4-2-1 overall.

Of

the

seven

es

season, Sintchak

played

this

has played in four

and has 19 saves arid threé shutouts,
with an average of 0,50 goals
allowed
per
e.

Gilbert has played if three games
Please see GOALIE page 24

Spikers lose NCAC opener, rebound, sweep Hayward
After losing in three games last Friday to San Francisco State University, the HSU Lady ’Jacks volleyball

Gilbert excel in different areas. Exley

said he is

of

Sintchak said.

the past

as a keeper’’ during

allowed one goal.

ae

to be the best
by Humboldt State,”’

two years. in two games last season, he

vanced

a

season.

“This is su
s team ever fielded

.Pa:
Vadunior
who
red-shirted
hi
aju
who
red-shirt
7 year’
ea
7 sg te playing socfleet
Hsu,
er

11-7-2 and a fourth place finish in the
NCAC, the ’Jacks are looking
at the
conference title as a possibility this

Exley

phasis

~

chock

full

op-

—

San

of tall,

ag-

ressive junior college transfers, and

ayward,

u

t

ae

young,

°

unskilled

and

.

a definite difference with JC

transfers

playing

freshmen

and

sophomores,’’ HSU
Head Coach
Janis Rowe said concerning the

15-12,

15-6,

cisco.

‘(SF
built her
trying to
players
two,”’
While

15-8 loss to San Fran-

Head Coach Kathy Argo)
team that way, whereas
I’m
build. | want to have good
for four years instead
of
Hayward’s

play

wasn’t

polished pass-set-hit format,
team’s court coverage made
Hayward-HSU

game

just

as

against Sonoma

State Thursday

a

the
the
com-

petitive.
Rowe’s only change from the SF
game was to play everyone, and play
some en in different positions —
‘just kind of mixing and matching,”’
she said. ‘“‘] wanted to see if m
mayer can jell as a team in any position.’’
Rowe expects HSU to fare well
and

UC Davis Saturday, but expects
dogfight Friday at Chico State.

a

BARGAIN WEDNESDAY
NIGHTS

ALL SEATS
$2.50

JOEL and LYNDA HELLAND

Eureka Theater — 442-2970

OPEN EVERY DAY
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Transformers

Forte Bueller's Day Of

PARKING AVAILABLE

* REALTOR'S
LICENSE

kinko’s

copies

1618 ‘G’ Street Arcata
622-6712

@@

«

2030 TRUESDALE e EUREKA, CA
(707) 445-8805

ee

Forest Service, USDA.

a oe oe oe
eae

At The Corner
Of 6th

i
* COSMETOLOGY

Arcata

a

590 G Street,

a
* RESUMES

Perwoorde,

Don't pollute.

822-7407

ee
ae
a a

* VISA PICTURE

ny
Give a hoot.

See the TOP MOVIES
for a BARGAIN PRICE

® INTERNATIONAL
ORIVERS LICENSE

“enmen,

“Share One With A Friend’

State Theater
— 442-3170
Top Gun
Under the Cherry
Moon
Ruthless People
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Soccer ‘Jacks split two at home

—

gs

team split two
The HSU soccer

cles tm ikel ona
tail sesioas toh ar eae
post a 1-0 Northern California Athletic Conference
record
The ’ Jacks opened their conference season Friday
by defeating Sonoma State 2-0. However, unable to

ke p

i

aac

“7 68

9

var: Exley
said the
“probably sue seaghar Lamee in sdRlotenes this

the momentum
going through the weekend,

lost a non-conference aes to University of
9

.

in practice this week.
:
“1 think we'll do quite well,’ Exley said. “We're
a very capable team.”

strides
iers
HSU harrmaking

=

will be the team to beat
a Athletic Conference by

On defense, goalie Ken Sintchak was credited

with five saves against Sonoma.

‘(Sintchak) had two of three key saves that kept
us in the gaine,’’ Exley said.
But Friday’s win gave the ‘Jacks a feeling
of
overcotifidence which Exley said was part of
cause of Sufiday’s loss to Pacific.

the

‘*We beat a team Friday that we thoughit was better than our Sunday opponent and went out (Sunday) overconfident,’’ Exley said.
The ‘Jacks allowed Pacific only one goal,

however, which it scored midway through the first
half.

Last year’s cotiference champions, UC Davis,
finished second with 58 points and UC Santa Clara
was a distant third with 92.

Dave Hansel was the first runner to cross the
finish
line of the
five-ml
course in 24 minutes,27

seconds. HSU’s Jim Becker finshed secondat 24:51
+ Pia followed by teammate Bill Schipper at
“I think Becker ran a very
cross country coach Jim

i
ent
Hunt. ‘He

race,”’ said
stayed back

with the the pack and passed everyone in the last
100 yards of the race.

BIKES
MOUNTAIN——UNiv
EgcA—
These are the bikes you’ve been
hearing about! NOW in stock at

GREAT PRICES!

ROVER SPORT.......°289.98
ALPINA UNO..........°359.98
ROCKHOPPER.......*469.98
cae,

direct allwith ly
omo
@ Chrframe
fork
owh
Unicr
and
stays,
terrain
steerer tube.
with Chromoly

@ Sugino VT quick-accelerating

alloy cotterles crank.
@ Two-tone
alloy rims.

@ Shimano AD-2503 GS rear
derailleur.
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od we should've

Ne ie

The HSU men’s cross crountry team outdistanced a 10-team field at the Sonoma State Invitational
Cross Country meet Saturday.

“Against

“What hurts us weneronae

on

1

4

unt said. ‘We would have had a shot
Other top finishers for

~

Williamson, 25th, 19:37:

20:26; and Cytithia Lusk,

HSU will host a

Jacks’ ie ont

meet

aan

begin at 10 a.m

e

7

fe

place had she been able to

A

69th, 21;

é
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goalkeepers as
are
keepers,’’

thinks Sintchak’s and Gilbert’s
goaltending s
are of “‘conference-
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ARCATA’S FAVORITE BAR AND
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973

ENTERTAINMENT

SCHEDULE

WED. 24 — Humboldt Blues Society Jam
THURS. 25 — McClasin & Ringer Special
FRI. & SAT.
MON.

— Earl Thomas Blues Band

29 — Blue Monday

with Earl Thomas Blues Band
TUES. 30 — Heartbeat

915 H Street (by the plaza)

®

Open daily at noon — Sundays at 4 p.m.

Moonstone Makes
The Most Advanced
Sleeping Bags!

Scent-sational

In 1977 Moonstone realized that synthetic insulators were a necessary alternative
to down, not just a
substitute. But new tech-

Et
eavy,

y; §

et

i

So we developed Veriabhe Thick-

Variable Thickness

ness Layering to concentrate the

Kasering inahes it

insulation on top where it won't be

If peelike
Gio
Pertu
at $40.
You ll love

PRimo!
at $8.50
deiner culty fegrance & mat

peru”

pah 8 Seas

crushed by body weight. Preformed
hoods, shoulder yokes,
nd level
side sears,tr

idal

sections,

ee

Moonstone Polaris 0°F

‘

~S

bas

available
”

and single theectle quill evolved

to eliminate areas of heat loss
soeaily tqaoted by olla
The results... More warmth.
Less weight. Less bulk. So out
are
stuff smaller than others of
warmth.
And we use PolarGuard Continuous Filament Insula-

tion because it won't shift or separate to form cold spots like short,
hollow fiber insulators. So our bags last longer.

betes for 8

world's great
ances in
Hishs Beslgrer inpouter
mposte
Passe

LG entures
oa) Pe
you'll love Lancer!
Ht you like Aramis, you'll
love Apotio!
(Wi. res. add 6.25%
sales tax)
Print Name:

,
1.
TOTAL AMOUNT

650 yw

® Arcata

408 ‘F’ e Eureka
Don’t miss the ‘Adventure Report’ on the Radio!
Wed. -Sat. at 4:50 p.m. KATA
1340/A
and 5:20Mp.m. FM S6/KFME
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Tannahill Weavers perform traditional Celtic music of Paisley,
Carlie Sawyer
Staff

writer

=

The walls of Van Duzen Theater will
reverberate with the soutid of
pes
when the Tannahill Weavers
perform a

concert of traditional Celtic music Fri-

day at 8 p.m.
As well as Highland bagpipes, the
Weavers iticlude smaller bellows
bagpipes in their instrumental ensemble. The bellows pipes are less powerful
than the —
and
pipes most
Americans are familiar
with, said Phil
Smillie, one of the founding members
of the group, in a telephone interview
from San Diego.

Smillie said the Highland pipes are
much more difficult to integrate into
the songs they do because of theif
volume.
‘‘We have more songs we can use the

smaller pipes in, instead of the
Highland pipes,’’ he said. ‘‘Becatse
it’s such

a powerful

instrument,

the

vocalist

and

rhythm section can’t compete.”’
Smillie plays the flute and bodhran,
a hand-held
Scottish drum.
The gtoup also includes Roy
Gullane,

co-founder,

guitarist; lain Macinnes, playing pipes

on his third American tour; Stuart
Morrisson, who plays the fiddle on his
first American tour; and Ross Kennedy

on

the

fiddle,

bass

pedals

and

bouzouki.
The bouzouki is a mandolin-like, str-

inged instrument. Although it is from

Greece, Smillie does not believe it
detracts from the traditional tone of
their music.
‘it works so well with Scottish
music,’ Smillie said. ‘‘A lot of Irish
bands use it. Originally, an Irish guy

went to Greece and started playing the
Greek bouzouki in Irish music. He
brought it back to Ireland with him.”’
Smillie said the batid uses the
bouzouki in the Scottish tradition. He

The Tannahill Weavers will perform in Van Duzer Theater this Friday at 8 p.m.
believes the deep tones of the instrument work well with Scottish music.

The Weavers have also incorporated

bass pedals into their music.

‘‘We managed to do away with the
keyboard (piano),”’ Smillie said, ‘‘and
(Kennedy) can play bass notes while on

the bouzouki. It makes a kind of
chunky sound.’’
The music for the concert will in-

clude material from The Weavers’ new
album, ‘‘Land of Light,’’ which will be

on sale at the theater during the performance.
As well as having
a Scottish repertoire, the group took its name from the
leading industry and the most famous
resident of Paisley, Scotland.
About the same time a poet named

Robert Burns became famous, another
t named Robert Tannahill pd
ng his pen in the town of
'
where weaving was the main industry.
Tannahill’s work was greatly over-

Blues celebration sets attendance record
Santana, McClinton highlight San Francisco's two-day music festival
By Derral A. Campbell
Guest writer

San Francisco’s annual two-day
celebration of the blues is now the

oldest

annual

United States.

blues

festival in the

} hie Luiiberiack, Wedn
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Septd. a24,y19,60
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McLean, artist and

slide show and lecture on

anaes

; canoe camping Oct,

Friday in Art 102.
McLean, who has oe
since 1965, is current! president of leet
Company, involved
designi
and tratsulibeturiig soulrere
gold ore.
in Mil
Valley.
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souvenir concessions.
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Theres a
In the universe
more poverl hon af oer
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A service of Comic Castle.

vo at
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mances start at | p.m
For more information call 822-1401.

annual event will begin on Monday and will

By GARY LARSON
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The show will feature aerobatic performances,
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Humboldt County Airshow

Today’s...

The Best of...

will
oo be evaluated for

Arcata-Bureka Airport in McKinleyville.
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The Sth Annual Humboldt County Airshow will
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‘Center Activities at
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Admission to the slide show and lecture is free.

(
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. urfing C
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For a free bulletin of course listings, call the HSU
Office of Continuing Education at 826-3731. For

at 7 p.in.

\

Center Activities
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children
Sept. 27 atthe

hasnt are $80 for the 10-week term.
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Venture into the outdoors
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Those with something to loan, may call 443-1947.

Classical and jazz come to HSU
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Johnson. Each reached the crowd with
a distinctive brand of high-quality

ge

ee

entertainment.

t
$
plished
an
ting the wow insoulful vecdll,
volved with a ‘si -along variation on
4 blues standard,‘‘You Don’t Love
Sarah Livina
joined Paris Slim
and his band
for an earthy set,
highlighted by a humorous dialogue

about the advantages of an affair ‘with

a married man. |
Jessie Mae Hemphill, Mississippi
Delta blues artist, accompanied herself
on guitar and a foot-played tamboisltale, singing her | ly original
compositions in a sweet,
husky voice.
A touch of reggae from Bi Daddy
Kinsey and the
Kinsey Report followed
to wild approval. Three of his sons
were in the band, including Donald
Kinsey, who joined Bob Marley and
the Wailers in 1976.
Big Daddy’s ‘‘Nuclear Blues’’ struck
a chord of relevance.
Donald

Kinsey

joined

Ro

Ott Sunday, Marin County’s Mitch

Woods

jum started the ete

a romping,

in

boogie cru

warmest ovation.
After
a strong,

fireworks with his honky-tonk vocals.

moned

bawdy

set

on stage once more,

was
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Nitrous gas-stereo sound,
Mercury-free fillings and
Emergency Care

1225 B St. 822-5105

Saturday Breakfast
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Look For Our

TOFU.-TAHINI DRESSING
Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ist Se.
CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Toft Shop,

Murphy's Mkt., Sunnybrae

Monday-Saturday © Lunch

1 1:30-5:00 © Dinner 5:00-8:00

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata

¢ 822-0360

Chiropractic Office
LARRY

J. KLEEFELD.
SPECIALIZING IN

LOWER BACK DISORDERS
(707) 822-5188
604 H Street, Arcata 9§§2}

TANNAHILL WEAVERS

eho

Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning,

Natural Foods Cafe

THE GREAT TRADITIONAL FOLK MUSIC OF SCOTLAND BY THE

U

Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom

Unique it Humboldt County

"

ies

sum-

Mark Hise
MS DDS

Copies

» *

and the

219-477-0220o

kinko’s

Se

an art form with room for everybody.

Save Time and improve ¥

Sun 12:00 - 5:00

__)

two luminaries demonstrated that the
blues is a multiplicity of experiences,

t

M-Th 6:00 - 9:00

i

to perhaps its

breakneck climax.
Local favorite Santana

frenzy. Texas rhythm and blues singer
Delbert McClinton balanced the guitar

“

Carlos Santana’s heartfelt vocals mov-

ed the Festival crowd

Then Buchanan tore into an incendiary reading of the ‘‘Peter Gunn
Theme,’’

E

vided extra octane with a ts “pu
cy
sound ee
a)
a whiten
;
g
piano, ye ar onally play
The rhythm ride next pulled into
New Orleans, as Rockin’ Dopsie toreo>the crowd with traditional zydeco
blues. Katie Webster, known as the
ueen of swamp blues piano, was not
only star in the back-up outfit. Saxcuciie John Hart, formerly with
Clifton Chenier, s rkled in the sun as
the morning clouds
parted.
The Junior Wells-Buddy
Guy
tandem, which recently turned in a
scintillating performance for Eureka
audiences, gave a clinic in classic
Chicago-styled hard blues.
Guy would not let up in his fiery attack on the strings, and guest jammer

Buchanan, who was conducting an a
vanced seminar in guitar virtuosity, for

which sent the crowd into a

:

Augmenti
s horn sécton with
punching baritone saaelioes,
pro

powerhouse blues belter Etta James,
Albert King and his top-notch band
brought the wildest ride yet to a

a series of performances.

,

D.C.

superlatives,
you have to
ST nr

Spree
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es Society, 9
Blues

HSU: Drawings by PJ
eae Gallery, HSU: Annual

Pauly Exhibition, free.

“Gone With The

a

ioe

oe

St. Elmo's Fire,” 9:

and “St. Elmp’s Fire,”9
tetlive,”
Minor: “The Great ica
p.m. and “Gone With The Wind,” jas

's$ Fire.” 9:45 p.m, $3
“The Great Mouse eS. cn

? p.m.,

Ms ey p m.

“About Last

Last Night,” 7:45 p.m.

p.m.,

$2.49.

ie er

~

Special, 9 p.m., ere

Jambalaya: EthThomas Blues Band,
CS n’ roll, 9 p.m., cover charge.
9

Town Bar & Grill: Commotion,

rock n' roll, 9

rock ‘n' roll, 9 p.m., cover charge.
¥
Donna Landry Trio, 9

Events:

.m., NO cover
Bergie’s: To The Bone, rock n’ toll, 10
p.m., $2.

Faculty Exhibition, free.

Van Duzer Theater, HSU: T

Foyer Gallery, HSU: Drawings > ps
er
aa
Reese Bullen Gallery, HSU: Annual

renner
Lehn

At Sonoma

Volleyball:

State, 7 p.m.

1

re

e.

oyer Gallery, HSU: Drawings by P.J

Arcata: “About Last Night,” 7:45 p.m.
and “St. Elmo’s Fire,” 9:45 p.m., $3.
Minor: ‘Three Men and a Cradle,” 7 and
9 p.m., $2.49.
Muste:

free

‘. Volleyball:
Chico, 7:30 p.m.

3

we.

Volleyball: At UC — Davis,

7 p.m.
NCAC Center Meet,
Cross Seer:
Patricks Point, 10 a.m.
: Sacramento, 7 p.m.
F
Soccer: At UC Davis, noon.

, HSU: Annual
At CSU

Tree

Faculty

7 p.m,, free.

—

To have an event published

y

Film:

Film:

Gallery, HSU: Annual
Reese Bullen
Exhibition, free.
er,

ER cen

lee

HSU: Drawings by P.J

—

oe

show and lecture by George McLean,

Reese Bullen
Faculty 9

Monday

heute

fee

Dunker, free.

ae iss

"sg: Francis Vanek Trio,
no cover.
As To The Bone, rock n’ roll, 10

Events:

Weavers, 8 p.m.

p.m., $3.50.

the infor

the Calendar,

Arcata:About Last Night,” 7:45 p.m.

mation to The
fices, Nelson

and “St. Elmo’s Fire,” 9:45 p.m. $3.
Minor: “Three Men and a Cradle,” 7

Hall

and
9 p.m., $2.49

E. Thomas Blues Band, 9

.m., cover charge.

Events:

PJ.
» HSU: Drawinbygs
Bullen a

HSU: Annual

by P.J.
Foyee Gubery, HSU: Drawings

Gallery, HSU: Annua

Faculty Exhibition, free.

Complete Lunch or Dinner
Lor D
for only $3.00
Cc
Regular
Teriyaki Chicken .........s000005

veveeeee

6

Double or
Combo

83,00

$5.00

+ 83,00
veveeees
eee
+ 83,00
veve
Teriyaki Pork.......sssseeveeeees
$3.00
..
eves
Teriyaki Stir-Fried Tofu ............
.. $4.50
Teriyaki Prawns .......seseeeeees

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

All meals include rice pilaf and a fresh vegetable

Frosh
Dine

asso

tank

Ce
Groon

sndoors,

andrWine
Salads - Bo
on

the

deck,

take

9 pon - Coffec ©
17. am - g
Daily in
Sove

Cee

$6.50 Combo

$8.00 Double
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bo

go

Desh fom

oem

Fanta

Located on the BAR GUD of the HSU footbridge
C.eKVO) 18th and G, Arcata - 922-9481 (SamD

For Sale
CHANDRA‘A
ASIAN ARTS - Wail hangings,
i

india
bed covers, kimonos, unusual earr-

gs. Decorations
for your room or apartment.

ous.

Old Town Eureka.

9-24

CHEAP FIREWOOD - $69 and up. Oak and
Madrone. Dry or green. Purchase any amount.

Located 7 minutes
from HSU. Call anytime
for information recording. 839-2829.

10-29

WATERBED FOR SALE — Double with finishliner.
9-24

ed wood frame, heater, mattress, and
$100 or best offer. Call Judy, 677-0301.

ROOM
FOR
RENT —in
2 bdrm apt.
McKinleyville. Bdrm with loft, fenced patio &
storage shed. Male or female. Non-smoking, no
drugs. Call 839-5272

MORROW

9-24

MD-3 — Microcomputer: two 360K

drives, high resolutions, 12” monitor; excellent
condition - great for word processing. Microsoft
BASIC,
NewWord
(WordStar clone), smart
checkbook and lots more software. $500.
822-9240
9-24

DORM
ROOM AVAILABLE — immediately
male or female. Security deposit and $750
already paid. Write to Kim 1007 Redwood
9-24
Hall.

EXPERIENCED
for

ae

Oe

Local

voice

Ge

writer

PIANO

Acton.

or

instrument.

and

musician.

oan,

ptoofreading and

Judith.
9-24

445-

HELP RE-ELECT CRANSTON AND PASS
TOXIC INITIATIVE— Make Money. Make a
difference. Register Democrats. Call 444-0268.
10-1
Clubs and Organizations Welcomed.
GEING
iS
ENGERGY
NEW
A
DEVELOPED— by local independant scientist.

to P.O. Box
For information, send No. 10 SASE
10-8
,
706, Trinidad, Ca. 95570.

HARMONICA
LESSONS: —Iearn all the
techniques. Easy to learn and advance quickly.
Instructor has taught harmonica at College of the
Siskiyous.
Reasonable
fee.
Wes
443-5222
10-15

AFS RETURNEES - I'm trying to start an HSU
returnees club. Interested? Pleasé call Rhys
(AFS New Zealand,
1982-83), 822-8618.
YFU, Rotary, SASE, etc. Welcome!
9-24

GAY-LESBIAN STUDENT UNION - meeting
Thursday night 7 p.m. in Nelson Hall East 120.
We need your support!

9-24

TYPING:

Research

reports

(MLA/APA),

Papers,
theses,

term

papers,

dissertations

presented
in an accurate format, also resumes.
Tables SE
ee
at cea
ae
Readers
for grammar
are available.

LORNA’s

for FAST,

ACCURATE

semions.

442-4926.

ay

9-4

& PRAYER BOOK
camaaaaie
Y COMMUNION - Sundays at 11 a.m.
RO

cones

pec

ce

ay

then turn

right and walk on J to the Greenwood Chapel.
10-8

822-1404

GUITAR

LESSONS — Beginners

envelope

Pe

ean

Associates,
Box 95-B, Roselle,

tem

Welcome.

Flexible hours. John 822-4140

10-1

Personals
TIMMER— Our quiet night alone was wonderful.

CAMPUS APARTMENTS

Maybe the next time we won't have to bor-

row the Apt.

Thanks

for the quality time

Cakes

— Baby

9-24

$178 & Up

Opportunities
Join this
Wonderful
Community Event on

SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 27, 1986
AT 10:00 A.M.
CHECK IN AT 9:00 A.M.

Mo.
to Mo.
furnished,
all utilities paid

$60 PER 100 ENVELOPES STUFFED - $240
to$480 weekly. Homeworkers needed for industrial Project. Stuffing Envelopes. Six wanted.
Send stamped self-addressed envelope for JBK
Mailcompany, P.O. Box 25-H. Costaic, Ca,

Next
to HSU library

91310

rte | Jewesers
Road, Arcata
PARK:

5 OR 10 KILOMETER
RUN AND WALK
Child Care Provided —
Wheel Chair Participants Welcome

STEP
TAKE THE FIRST
There is something we can do to
stop the nuclear arms race. Join
with thousands of Americans who
will participate in the Sth national

Freezewalk,

which

of

the

‘‘Farewell to Arms Race’’ is a part.

s
LIVE MUSIC complimentof:
s
Eaad’’
°-The Wikd Oats Mecgras

ene)

GS

ae ae es oe

OEE

The money raised will be used to
elect a pro-freeze senate, a crucial
step towards nuclear arms reductions. Locally, we will work to insure
Senator
Cranston’s
re-

election.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

ARMS RACE — REGISTRATION
WELL
A FARETO

TO:
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE MAIL REGISTRATION
CSR/FREEZE VOTER
WO FREEZE VOTER
ot
:
Box 385
Registration Fee: $8.00
CA 99521
Family Members — Agcata,
Additional

FORM

= REGISTER IN PERSON:
Adverture’s Edge
630 10th Street, Arcata
408 F Street, Bureka

& Children
Under 16: $6
TES

ed ame

Ext. 1819

Susan:
€26- 7004
Age
T-Shirt
Size

ee

ee

ee

eS

ee

ca

=

eee
«© ee

tale of hard-seat
studied
she le
‘aren Woolsey wrote whi

proChinese on a six-week exchange
)
(Peking
Beijing
at
r
last summe
is
ry
ity
Univers
Foreign Studies
ng
Teachi
in
cate
certifi
for her
studying
English as a Second Language
gotten back from Da Tong,
. The sc
a small city east of Beij
We left
weekend.
the
for
took us there
in
hours
eight
rode
and
night
Thursday
the train.
There are four classes of Chinese
trains. Soft sleepers are enclosed cabins
with four beds (two bunks) and are
lly reserved for foreign officials.
ft seats resemble airplane seats and
are also reserved for foreign officials.
The common people can’t afford
I’ve ~

The next class includes hard sleepers
(rows

of

three-tiered

bunks).

Each

bunk has a pad, a sheet, a blanket and
a pillow. Hard seat is the fourth class.

ale
They’ve At hard, wooden a
n
t
on
depending
benches
padded
bus.
school
a
on
seats
like
— they’re
oe
If the Roe fey cornet
If
Chinese).
the
of
habit
favorite
ting (a
ted, it’s safer not to put
it’s not
one’s feet down.
people ride hard
The common
sleeper or hard seat — whichever they
can afford. We rode hard sleeper and
and
arrived early Friday morning
toured the town. We saw a lot of
temples. I’m getting tired of these —
you've seen one, you’ve seen them all.

We

then saw some

fantastic grot-

toes, which are caves carved
cliffs. Buddahs are carved
caves. Most of the Buddahs
but some
now,
apart

out of the
inside the
are falling
are being

repaired.
We also saw wooden pagodas hanging on the side of some cliffs. Supported by wooden beams, these mini
temples were all different heights and
were linked together by catwalks. They
resembled tree houses minus the tree.

ad

‘toad balm’ |

8, spitting
Anyway,
the trip was

worth it

the food was horrible and

even

*

greasy (thank God I lugged
utter, crackers and apples with

utme).

We stayed in a Chinese hotel but in

first class rooms — that means a
bedroom with two clean beds, a desk, a

sitting room, a stained couch, a dirty
table, a filthy tea set, a television that
didn’t work, a wardrobe and a mirror.
It was the first time I saw what I looked
like since I arrived in China.

The bathroom was awful, the floor
was two inches deep in murky water. It
had a filthy Western toilet, a horrible

sink and a semi-clean tub.
It was real nice to be back at school.
These dorms never looked cleaner.
Last weekend, 10 of us took off on
our own to Shanheiguan, a very small
town where the Great Wall meets the
Pacific Ocean.
We rode the train (hard sleep) six
hours. We arrived around 3:30 a.m.
and walked with all our stuff for twoand-a-half hours until we reached the

in China are lousy at

beach.

— if they don’t know
giving P ven
the way, they will tell you something,
anyway).
1 alsocaught a cold, but my teachers

ve me this’ weird cold medicine. |
hink it was called ‘‘toad balm.’’ 1 had
to stick four small pellets on the back
of my tongue and let them melt. They
were sort of like cough drops, and they
7
worked pretty well.
is a

China

wonderful

to

country

visit, but it can be frustrating at times.
China’s population surpasses all other
it every time I
countries, and I noticed
pushed and shoved my way down the
squeezed

or

street

Although China is
not find it difficult
not restricted from
my room was not

onto

a

Communist,
to deal with.
visiting any
bugged, and

bus.

I did
I was
areas,
I was

not followed by any secret police.
China might be a Third World country 1,200 alles from home, but it’s getting closer to the West everyday.

Letters
“Cliquish” selection process?

have to worry about losing my airshift for talking to
the press as many DJ’s were threatened with last

Editor

spring

1979 (that’s almost eight full years, including sum-

made it very clear I'll never be given one again.
Mike Briggs

So, it’s finally happened. For the first time since

mers), there is no punk, hardcore or underground
metal show on KHSU before midnight.
I personally believe this has been a subtle crusade
by General Manager Dale Bolton. And, now that he
has appointed his housemate as program director,
he has achieved it.
throws) permonel
I have oe An eee
s
filling position of responsibilite
experience.
ty at the station, including chief announcer, which
involved assigning grades to other students, I put up
with almost three years of harrassment through the
threat of grades, removal from the air and
tion
discrimination during the airshift
t
many
do
as
I,
cess. Finally
.
the
with
deal
couldn’t
I
because
up
gave
students,
politics necessary just to get a shift.
cliquish
ng philosophyat KHSU is
Nae bole

that the

ae SS
music 4
week. The Thu

type of
play theed
pos
is supto

tare
ee
ere
‘‘modern
idnight
p.m.-to-m

by someone totalis now
music’’ shift
music means.
modern
what
of
ant
ly
fit the
Kennedys
Dead
the
and
, 54-40

re. Peter Gabriel and Paul Simon, which DJ

uss Cole is airin
do g,
not.
Obviously, personal
blame.
to
not
But Cole is
a coveted night slot
for
Cole
to
granted
favors were
But other DJ’s,
clique.
right
the
e
in
is
‘heaus
bec
ed the
programm
who
Duliakas,
James
such as
were
year,
a
than
more
for
slot
night
Thursday
recently
aver.
Director Jill Paydon will say
I'm sure
several people qualified to
but
else
no one
were in the area during
music
of
type
this
program
We WAGRCHEED Gave ONS ee pcamaned Oe
_ oe _— not (many have programmed this
snl

ore).

I can say is this form of nepotism is disgusti
All
, to say the least. The undergrou
and u
scene in the area is booming, yet KHSU chooses to

audience in favor of the
ignore this student-oriented
wealthier, coke-snorting

Yuppie community.

ranting about KHSU’s critics
And to ss
in print, 1 will. I don’t
names
not signi

Brenda

— because he and former Program Director
Savidge

(real name:

Rebecca

Lind)

have

Education graduate candidate

Skateboards not only problem
Editor:
Your editorial of Sept. 17 focuses on but a small
part of the overall problems concerning transporta-

tion here on campus.
Consider the problems caused by the lowly HSU
student. The majority are accidents looking for
places to happen as students dodge along their
merry way, between classes.
For adults, they have surely forgotten a lot about
the proper ways to cross streets, both on and off
campus. Walking out from between parked cars,
walking in the middle of the road, etc., is a great
way to play Russian roulette, particularly when it’s
carried on into downtown Arcata.
Consider the students on bicycles. Many carry the
same bad habits practiced by those students afoot.
They
ride in the same areas with and through heavy
traffic
between classes. Bicycles are one more thing
walking students have to watch out for and dodge.
In both downtown Eureka and Arcata, bicycles
oo
forbidden from mixing with pedestrians
y law.
And consider the cars. Finding
a tga place
here on campus is almost as
hard as it is in
downtown San Francisco during a typical business
day. They not only have to keep an eye out for a
, but al also watch out for the
parking
s..
the bicyclists and the uncaring
Canbnorder

‘on

campus,

issue citations

they

and require the students on foot to observe the

_ common-sense safety rules of the —,

ecru,

orn

- Off-campus pulling any of the

bee

catch an

ts practiced

pull

their

their chosen modes of transportation. The HSU
public safety officers should follow suit.
Oh yes. I am not trying to defend the

skateboarders, as I haven’t tried to ride one of those
things since the mid-1960s. I’m just pointing out
what I’ve observed thus far here on campus since
the beginning of the semester.

Donald Oremus

Arcata

Skateboards and

Ist Amendment

Editor:

In this age of increased willingness to’ censor,
ban, outlaw and prohibit anything that offends a
particular group, one must remember our country
was founded on the belief that anyone can do what
he wants, so long
as it doesn’t seriously jeopardize
another person. This is known as the First Amendment.
This fundamental belief has direct contact with
skateboarding, because certain people would like to
ban it because of paranoia.

They say skateboarding is immature, unsafe and
annoying. How can a person say skateboarding is
immature when people of all ages are skateboarding? Is riding a bike immature even though little
kids ride?
It is evident some people are paranoid, jealous
of something small. Why
and making a bigger
not complain of nuclear weapons, toxic waste,
apartheid or drunk driving rather than a sport peoie enjoy themselves at?

students afoot who are not watching where they’re

going.
All in all, HSU is extremely fortunate that it
doesn’t have ambulances visiting daily to haul
numerous students to the hospital or morgue.
If HSU choses to crack down on the skateboards,
it should.also crack down on the bicycles, the cars

and

skateboards or bicycles. Along with the cost of bail,
they also require those charged to read up on the
rules and regulations concerning the safe use of

Resource planning interpretatioh major

Letters to the editor are accepted from everyone.
Letters should be typewritten or printed and no
more than 350 words. All letters must be signed and
are subject to editing. Include street address, cit

and phone number.

Students should also include

year in school and major.

nable.

Deadline

for

Letters are not retur-

submitting

letters

to

The

Chancellor uses
tactics to delay
Ten more

years is too

already

rights

to wait for

the

guaranteed

First

Amendment.

But if the California State University

Chancellor's Office is successful in its at-

to block the passage of Assembly Bill

t

1720, that’s at least how long it will be

before student publications such as The

Lumberjack enjoy full protection under the

constition.

In furious midnight-style lobbying for
Gov. Deukmejian to veto the bill, however,

the Chancellor's Office has for the past
month thrown out numerous red herring

arguments, including issues of funding
sources and liability, and the promise that
settle the dispute more

in-house talks could

than legislative action.

—"

ir provision, however, is for The
Lumberjack to first drop its lawsuit. Sure,

eee
NL,

and where would David be had he dropped
his sling in the face of Goliath?

anal

MGS

XV \we ee

Sorry, Chancellor's Office. During nearly

two full years of one-sided negotiations
you've turned a deaf ear. Actions speak

ge

louder than words.

ett

Now it’s time for Gov. Deukmejian to act

positively and sign into law a bill which
really provides nothing more than what the
First Amendment already guarantees.
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SLC on verge of meeting violation
There is no sunshine in the Student
slative Council.

|

passing Monday night

to split the once-a-week
four separate
advisory

of a proposal
meetings into
councils is

testimony to the ineptness displayed early
by this year’s council.

The
—

proposal was introduced by
udents President Terri Car-

During last spring's student elections,
the —

Students First coalition placed 13 can—
a. addition to winni
a
a

ore
0

the

Nelson Hall
are atces
Offi
, Arcata, Calif., 96521.
(newsroom) or 707-626-3259

ow

i

16-member council,
ground running

aes student government
far, , ho however,

promises
has all but defaultedon campaign
such as pressing for more stable child care
funding, increased minority and women’s
perspective in the curriculum and the barr;
ing of herbicides on ct
Instead, council members spend their
time at two-unit Thursday | _
class
such
and
candies
eating
meetings
—_ for thought, deciding “how to set

go

_”

That, however, is a neat explanation for
the council's
ecedented decision to

split up the Monday

night meetings.

_. There are 39 student committees. within
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aos years)

faster
throu

summary

on

than

the court
judgement,’’

student

p

tions

g AB Liat ebowsses wnt lically en“Gorse
in the name of the paper
if "a

personal-signature requirement
a newspapéer’s right to free expression.
Last s
» Lumberjack editor Rod
Boyce was.
for endorsing in the name of the new
:

Although Skelly said the

ports Rs philosophy of the bill,’’
said

joined =

STpcteell tute nesta Gpintons er

a

pressedin

ws

newspaper's

‘student

perpetuated from a lawsuit
in October 1984 when then-

ear publishing
Adam Truitt at
unsigned

Sees
public en-

‘and it includes drawing plans with
magic markers onto three-foot posters.

Analysis
receive
such

My

ogee

offices were

ed to amendments made by Braafladt
and The Lumberjack in July, which included statements that names of individual student newspapers would be
allowed in the disclaimer and student
editors would be exempt from punisha, Mf they followed the precepts of
t
"
Braafladt, however, said punishment would not apply unless there was

‘*It is as complete as can be done,”’
he said. ‘‘The documents correspond
to the requirements of the judge in the
Oregon case.”

This
the SLC
is
trying
a new
leaethod with which to ined shedenie _—

skills”

has

*s Office in

possible.

contyovtne
es, the Student
Legislative Council is ready to face the

members

nization

the

Continued from front page

_By Susynne McElrone

SLC

.

jin-

"

-

Newspaper

California

Publisher’s

‘

J

ee

Assembly,

¥

ee

‘

a

ee

22-9 in the state Senate,

22-1 in the Assembly
Ways and Means

Committee and 8-2 in the Senate
Education Committee.
‘‘As long as you print that endorsements are not necessarily the
views of the university, you can print
what you want,
who you want
jand you don’t have to sign it,’’ said
Terry Francke, SPJ Regional Freedom

training

in

as

in

Leadership
Theory, a two-unit
semester Course for members of the
SLC and other persons affiliated with

He said every SLC member but one
is enrolled in the class.
Theory, which meets
created to teach SLC members skills
needed to effectively run student
government, such as how to give
tions, how to manage time and
w to set and achieve goals.
At last Thursday’s class Hughes:
started by instructing
the students to sit
in a circle in order of their birth month.
Hughes, also the assistant to the vice
president for student affairs, then passed out fruit-flavored hard candies and
told students to form groups with
council members having the same
flavor candy.
Students
discussed
the steps
necessary
to attain a goal while they enjoyed the treat. After the groups wrote
various. methods on butcher paper with
magic markers, they shared their solutions with the other council members.
a
ae Clinton Rebik, theater
After spending the majority of the

“Who

way of

of Information director.

The Chancellor’s

legal

Office, however,

sense,”

Francke

said.

‘‘The

autonomy, you have absolute responsibility

endorsements
as the
opinion of individual authors because
some of the newspapers receive some
state funding and are housed in state
must

is the publisher is another
who is responsible in a

courts have found that when you have

has contended that student publications

s

‘It’s a subtle question. In a sense,
this is a case where the law tends to
follow the-facts.’’

facilities.

One local physician,

. Arcata, wrote

Spetz

one

jecting to

the proposed spra
after
treating a
' patient for an herbicide-related illness.
Spetz said the DEIS fails to accurately assess the link between herbicides
and health problems.

capable of moving herbicides
ae. only a
short
distance $
and
“**Genera
distribution, movement and
tion
of herbicides
in. forested
ecosysteriis is based on es'

general theories,’’ were inaccurate and

inimeoting.
The
EPA recommended the Forest

Service provide a detailed protocol for
making
decisions about
the use of these
herbicides including, for specific sites,
a consideration of ground water
vulnerability,

soil characteristics, rate

‘Decisions must be made following a ae

this

the paper.

Spray

SLC class is sweet
taste of suck-cess

‘‘leade
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review of alternat
and in a ives
manner that
is
understandable. It is clear the Forest Service has

failed in this respect.’

—Tim McKay
NEC coordinator
He cited unusual kinds and quantities of birth defects among children
of mothers one near areas sprayed
with herbicides in Southern Oregon
and Northern California.
In the letter, Spetz recommended the
use of a saw developed in Sweden
(where herbicides have been outlawed
for timber management for the past
five years) as an alternative to spraying.
In a Environmental
Protection

Agency

memorandum

dated

July

15,

concerns regarding six of the 13 herbicides tested were also raised.
The document cited a
potential
threat to ground water by chemicals
leaching into the soil.
It stated

Forest

Service

statements

such as, ‘Leaching is a slow process,
class time learni
the steps to achieve
< poe the council members then dividinto task groups. With markers and
butcher paper nearby, they attempted
to achieve some of the promises
Students First made in their platform
last spring, such as lowering textbook
costs, balancing the budget and extending library
hours during finals week.

As 6:30 and the end of class neared,

20h RRO
Re ar

nn eereanin en

nt

of application and ground water
monitoring programs.
The agency also recommended,
because the regulatory status of
chemicals is constantly changing, a

review
each

of the current status prior to
lication season.

Another review of the DEIS by the
California Regional Water Quality
Control
Board-Lahontan
Region
(South Lake poarven Bare the impacts
analysis section should discuss the
possibility that herbicides will be washed into surface waters by runoff from

fall rainstorms and threaten water
quality, fish and other wildlife habitat
as well as recreational values.
It

stated

the

scientific

literature

presented is contradictory and _ inconclusive, and adverse impacts on
Hughes called the council members
together and asked what they had
learned.
David

Berg,

appointed

represenative-at-large at Monday
night’s SLC meeting, referred to the
committee he had been working on to
lower textbook prices and said,
‘Futility.’

human health cannot be conclusively
ruled out.
:

Locally, envir
nt out

ntal groups also
in the. Forest

The California Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides is in the process of
filing

a

or lawsuit aimed

the oe
sprayi
of herbicides
lands in California.

at halting

on

forest

CCAP charges major data
gaps and
scientific uncertainty regarding
th
risks exist within na document.
The suit, which is soon to be filed
would
prevent the use of several

c

s until they have been

fully

evaluated and proved to be necessary
and safe,

It would affect spraying both by
private timber companies and by
federal agencies such as the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management.
The group claims if the suit is successful, it could lead to the end of some
herbicide-exposure cases filed each
year.
Another local group, the Northcoast

Environmental Center, claimed the
DEIS also fails to consider the effects”

of biotic organisms in tributaries
located within the spray area.
According to NEC Coordinator Tim
McKay, the report fails to address the
‘‘worst-case analysis’’ regarding
fisheries.
‘*Herbicides can seriously influence
a fish’s ability to determine one
tributary
from another during
spawning,’’
McKay said. ‘‘This could have a

serious impact on fish populations.”

McKay also questioned the’ report’s
failure to address herbicide effect on
the destruction of nitrogen-fixing
plants in a forest ecosystem.
‘*The
National
Environmental

Policy Act =
States that decisions
must be made following
a thorough
review of alternatives and in a manner
that is understandable to a general audience of reviewers,”” McKay said. ‘‘It
is clear that the Forest Service has fail-

ed in this respect.’

